Across
1. "Precious" owner
6. Fotos
9. Popular BBC America show, for short
14. Turbine part
15. Pro
16. "The Nutcracker" girl
17. SPOILER ALERT! 31-Across
19. You're on it
20. Medical liquids
22. Even less than wholesale
23. Sine language?
24. Madhouse, so to speak
25. Shatner sci-fi drug
26. SPOILER ALERT! 68-Across
31. Eager and excited
35. Gift for a haole
36. Crazily
37. Evaluated
40. Summer treat
42. "___, you noblest English!" ("Henry V")
43. Bug-eyed cartoon character
45. Unisex cologne since 1994
46. SPOILER ALERT! 22-Across
50. Herb of grace
51. Mop & ___
52. Bit of mockery
56. Dissatisfied customer's demand
59. Professional suffix
60. Smell ___
61. Perplexed, after "at"
62. SPOILER ALERT! 24-Across
64. "El Capitan" composer
65. Road with a no.
66. Yippie founder Hoffman
67. 747 flier

68. Medit. nation
69. Joe Quimby on "The Simpsons"

Down
1. Cold coat?
2. Unsettled sort
3. Cheri formerly of "S.N.L."
4. Informal head cover
5. Hall-of-Famer Bobby Heinie
6. Nickname of the 1967 NFL Championship Game
8. Signed like an illiterate
9. Winner in 10-Down
10. "Bringing Down the House" game
11. Game similar to Mini-Baccarat
12. Bachelor's area
13. It's banked in Bangkok
18. Cooper's tool
22. Had a traditional dinner
26. Place to get off
27. Some Caltech grads
28. 1847 novel subtitled "A Narrative of Adventures in the South Seas"
29. World capital from 1949-1990
30. ___Ball
31. Not worth ___
32. "Huckleberry ___"
33. Sportswear brand
34. She played Lena Cole in the "Lethal Weapon" series
38. Imploded
39. Word before second or hour
44. Request on some invitations
47. Attacks
48. Loose overcoat
49. Post-it message
52. ___ Juice (smoothie chain)
53. Exotic land, in verse
54. Outdoor party site
55. Air beyond the clouds
56. Sound gravelly
57. Race in the year 802,701
58. Illegal shift, e.g.
62. NPR's Shapiro
63. Farm butter